
FINAL RESPONSE to consultation on planning application 20/02942/FUL for the Cambridge Road 

Estate (the “Cambridge Road Estate” or the “Estate”)      

16 July 2021  

Please find below my updated response to the revised Environmental Statement and accompanying 

documents for the above planning application. This response takes into account additional material 

that has been added to the planning application for the Cambridge Road Estate planning application 

20/02942/FUL since my previous submission below on 12 June 2021 

I believe that, for each and every of the reasons laid out below, individually and in combination, this 

planning application must be REJECTED. 

My comments are separated in to 23 different parts: 

1. Breach of consultation requirements: Inadequate time for Consultation on new 

information 

2. Online availability of late documents breaches public sector equalities duty and Equalities 

Act 2000 

3. Planning Application is in breach of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and The 

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 

4. Failure of council to fulfil its Equalities Duties as demonstrated in the revised Equalities 

Impact Assessment published on 23 June 2021 (the “New EqIA”) 

i. General equalities and human rights breaches  

ii. Out of date and irrelevant Equalities Impact Assessment used as 

comparators 

iii. No Plan level Equalities Impact Assessment has been carried out 

iv. The planning application has been based on incomplete Equalities Data 

v. Outdated information has been used on CRE residents 

vi. Many specific breaches of Equalities Duties are evidenced in the New EqIA 

5. Reserved Matters that have been reserved for DECISION at a later date:  

i. Design Guidelines are materially misleading; 

ii.  layout and scale; 

iii.  appearance and landscaping; 

iv. over-heating; 

v. possibility closed public highways may NOT be re-opened, nor new highways 

provided through the estate. 

6. Assumptions about travel movements and vehicle-generated pollution from the 

Operational phase of the Estate are not sound and can not be relied upon 

7. Public Transport Accessibility Levels 

8. Loss of sun and daylight from development – well-being and suicide 

9. Wind 

10. Noise (and overheating) 

11. Overheating (and noise) – Major Adverse effect on well-being and health predicted 

12. Over-reliance on fast food outlets 

13. Access to Open Space and Area of Deficiency 

14. Energy Centre 

15. Pollution and Dust during Construction 

16. HGV vehicle movements MUST be reviewed and screened IN to the Environmental 

Assessment  



17. The Applicant must ensure that all suppliers are members of the TfL Freight Operator 

Recognition Scheme (“FORS”) 

18. GP surgeries and dentists - health, well-being and spreading of disease, and equalities 

issues 

19. Nursery and early years provision – equalities and health issue 

20. Health Impact Assessment 

21. Financial Viability Appraisal– gentrification by the back door? 

22. Opportunity Area 

23. Density 

 

1. Breach of consultation requirements: Inadequate time for Consultation on new 

information 

Critical new information, including an altered Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment and 

Equalities Impact Assessment have been added at a very late stage to the planning application. 

People have only been given from 23 or 24 June 2021 to 16 July 2021 to review and comment on 

that information and relate it to the rest of the planning application.  

This breaches the Gunning Principles of Consultation which lay down that adequate time is given for 

consideration and response of plans as well as Public Sector Consultation guidelines which lay down 

that consultation should be proportionate and realistic to allow stakeholders sufficient time to 

provide a considered response. The huge size and scale of the development that is the subject of this 

planning application and the effects that it will have on current and future residents of the estate as 

well as people on a much wider basis makes a three week consultation period on critical late and 

altered material completely inadequate and lacking in proportion to the size of the development. It 

is also not realistic to expect people to be able to intelligently read, analyse and compare new 

information with the other of the 370 documents that form part of this application within such a 

small time frame. 

Given private schools break up at the very beginning of July, only one week of the consultation 

period on the documents posted on 24 June 2021 fell outside of the school holidays. This is 

unacceptable. 

 

2. Online availability of late documents breaches public sector equalities duty and Equalities 

Act 2000 

No paper version of documents posted after 10 June 2021 have been made available for 

consideration by the public.  

This is contrary to the public sector equalities duty and Equalities Act 2000 whereby local authorities 

must show that they have paid due regard to addressing barriers between people with protected 

characteristics and people without such characteristics.  

Any person who – because of age or disability or socio-economic disadvantage – is unable to access 

and read the documents online has been prevented from responding to the documents that have 

been published at a late date on the council’s planning portal only or to consider the implications of 

late changes to the planning application alongside the remaining of the 370 documents that form 

part of this application. 



 

3. Planning Application is in breach of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and The 

Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 

The updated application form on 8 April 2021 but is dated 12 November 2020.  

The date on which notices under section 65 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (“The 1990 

Act”) and Section 13 (7) of The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 

(England) Order 2015 must be served can be no earlier than 21 days before the date of the 

application. The planning application states that the notices were served on 12 November 2020, 

which is more than 21 days before 8 April 2021 when the updated planning application form for the 

Cambridge Road Estate redevelopment was submitted. Kingston Council is therefore prevented by 

statute from considering this planning application. Section 327a of the 1990 Act prohibits a local 

planning authority from considering an application where a requirement of the 1990 Act or any 

legislation made under the 1990 Act has been breached. 

 

4. Failure of council to fulfil its Equalities Duties as demonstrated in the revised Equalities 
Impact Assessment published on 23 June 2021 (the “New EqIA”) 

 

i. General equalities and human rights breaches: Neither the original equalities impact 

assessment for the Cambridge Road Estate planning application (the “old EqIA”) or the New EqIA 

fulfil the council’s duties in a way that demonstrates that the council has paid “due regard to the 

desirability of exercising them in a way that is designed to reduce the inequalities of outcome which 

result from socio-economic disadvantage” (1.19 of EqIA), that demonstrates that its plans do not 

discriminate against any person or group of persons, or that demonstrates that it has met its 

obligations under the Equality Act 2010. The right of return is an unconditional human right but 

Kingston council’s right of return being offered to existing residents of the Estate is based on suitable 

properties being available as evaluated by the council. This is an “offer” of return not a “right to 

return” and therefore a breach of residents’ human rights. 

ii. Out of date and irrelevant Equalities Impact Assessment used as comparators: The authors 

of both the Old EqIA and the New EqIA state that they are based on equality impact assessments 

conducted by Kingston Council. The council’s website shows that there have only ever been three 

such assessments – between 2011 and 2013 - and that NONE has been conducted since 2013. The 

basis of the New EqIA is undermined by the lack of relevance of these specific Equality Impact 

Assessments and the fact that they are all out of date 

iii. No Plan level Equalities Impact Assessment has been carried out. The Council has not 

conduced an Equalities Impact Assessment of the overall growth planned and now occurring across 

the Borough. It did not conduct an Equalities Impact Assessment of the Direction of Travel 2016 

which has been used to establish the basis for and scale of growth in The Borough of Kingston for 

the next 20 years and no Equalities Impact Assessment was conducted of the Development Scenario 

Testing Documents which formed the basis for housing targets for the Borough in the London Plan. 

The Council absolutely cannot say it understands equalities issues in the Borough. The assessment 

for this application is not fit for purpose and it would be a travesty if the council approves this 

application on the basis of this EqIA. The council MUST not accept the conclusions of this 

assessment. 



iv. The planning application has been based on incomplete Equalities Data. The whole 

planning application has been taken forward to 23 June 2021 on the basis of the Old EqIA that did 

NOT contain any data or analysis of the profile of the existing Cambridge Road Estate residents. 

While the Old EqIA made a written statement that recognised that residents on the Cambridge Road 

Estate suffer extremely high levels of deprivation, it stopped there.  

The Old EqIA also only compared data on the whole population of Norbiton with the Kingston 

Population to form conclusions about equalities issues on the Estate, a comparison which 

completely overlooked the huge deprivation and different ethnic, socio-economic and racial mix of 

residents on the Estate.  

It is this skewed statistical data in the Old EqIA that has been used as evidence for justifying the 

plans contained in the 370 odd planning documents that form part of this application. Despite the 

fact that some kind of data on Cambridge Road Estate residents has been added to the Old EqIA in 

June 2021, this data has NOT been considered in any redrafting of any of the hundreds of planning 

documents accompanying the planning application. 

v. Outdated information has been used on CRE residents: The New EqIA published as part of 

this planning application on 23 June 2021 now contains a section on “Baseline Conditions” for the 

residents of the Cambridge Road Estate. This baseline information uses data from May 2020 which, 

given the drastic effects of COVID on many people and particularly people from ethic minority 

backgrounds and from backgrounds that are socio-economically disadvantaged, may well be out of 

date. Given this data has been added as late as 23 June 2021, the council must have had access to 

more recent information on the current profile, situation and characteristics of people currently 

living on the Estate and is in breach of its equalities duties if it has not used such information to 

inform the new EqIA. 

vi. The new EqIA shows that the council has failed to pay due regard to its equalities duties or 
to fulfil its duties to people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2000 
when considering how people covered by public sector equalities duties will be affected by 
the Cambridge Road Estate Planning Application. The following points in particular need to 
be noted: 

• The council has only provided incomplete data – which is anyway out of date - on 

the socio-economic profile and protected characteristics of residents on the 

Cambridge Road Estate. Table 15 shows that in terms of Phase One of the 

development, the EqIA has only taken in to account protected characteristic 

information on 144 out of 307 residents which is only 47%. 

• Ethnic origin data is presented only for 68% of ADULTs. This means that a huge 32% 

of residents are unaccounted for  

• A huge 11% of residents are defined as “other” in terms of ethnic origin. No data or 

attempt to identify the profile of these people is made 

• Disability information is only available for 84% of ADULTS, meaning that possible 

disabilities amongst 16% of residents are unaccounted for 

• NO information is presented on ethnic origin or disability of CHILDREN 

• AGE: The EqIA does not pay due regard to its duties towards older people and is 

arbitrarily reducing the size of older residents’ future accommodation (point 3,88) 

without having taken in to account the protected characteristics of those people and 

analysed those people’s needs. The statement in 3.18 that there will be a “good mix 

of unit sizes” is not substantiated by evidence that shows such units will meet the 



needs of those residents to whose needs the Council has to pay due regard and 

consideration under its equalities duties 

• Despite the fact that 31% of Estate residents have English as a second language, no 

assessment of the profile of these people and their protected characteristics and the 

needs arising from the redevelopment has taken place 

• NO Cumulative effect assessment on protected groups: The cumulative effect of 

other developments that the council knows are coming forward over the 10 to 15 

years of the Estate redevelopment on people to whom the Council has equalities 

duties have not been assessed. For example, there is no information or analysis of 

the cumulative number of HGVs that are likely to be on the Borough’s roads when 

different developments are happening. The new EqIA also ignores the Unilever/ 

CUBE development as well as proposals to redevelop Surrey County Hall. The new 

EqIA wrongly states that the development at 229-255 is Pending Consideration 

when it is in the process of being built. 

• NO information is presented or analysed on the protected characteristics and socio-

economic profile and disadvantage of people – both adults and children - in 

TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION on the Estate, despite the fact that this group of 

people are often highly vulnerable and likely to have protected characteristics. 

People in temporary accommodation 

will also be moved from the Estate, 

but it is not possible – without any 

information – to know how their 

probably considerable needs will be 

met. They represent a significant 215 

of HOUSEHOLDS. Yet again, the 

NUMBER of people – adults and 

children – in this group is also not given 

• NO information is given on the marriage and civil partnership status of people on 

the estate with protected characteristics or suffering socio-economic disadvantage, 

despite the fact that divorced and separated people often suffer from socio-

economic disadvantage and that such events can lead to mental health and other 

well being issues 

• Religion: NO data is given on, or analysis made of, the religious profile of the 

Estate’s residents with protected characteristics or suffering socio-economic 

disadvantage, of needs arising from these beliefs, or how the Council will meet those 

needs 

• Decanting and Disruption to housing: The council has failed to analyse the likely 

effects of decanting on people with protected characteristics or suffering socio-

economic advantage. In Phase One of the development, the new EqIA states that 5% 

of housing need can NOT be met but no other information is given at all. No 

information is given on how the council will meet or avoid the need to decant 

residents for any of the phases of development, or how it will do it in a way that 

meets the council’s equalities duties towards people with protected characteristic or 

suffering socio-economic disadvantage. Indeed, the lack of uptodate and complete 

information on the protected and other characteristics of residents appears to make 

this impossible. There is no evidence or data to back up the new EqIA assertion in 

3.45 that “adverse effects on all protected characteristic groups would be 



minimised” during the construction phase. The comment in point 3.47 that “as set 

out above” the council “intends” to offer temporary accommodation on the Estate 

to all other residents of other phases is false as no such information is “set out “ in 

the new EqIA 

• Construction Works: NO information or assessment takes place of the effects of 

construction works on people with protected characteristics or suffering socio-

economic disadvantage 

• Education: There is NO analysis on the effects of the development on educational 

needs for people with protected characteristics or suffering socio-economic 

disadvantage. This is the case for nursery, primary and secondary provision 

• Childcare: No assessment is made of the need for childcare amongst current and 

future residents on the Estate to whom the council has equalities duties and how it 

will be addressed 

• Community use: There is no analysis of how proposed community facilities will meet 

the needs of those residents to whom the council has equalities duties. 

• Health: NO assessment, data or corroborated conclusion is made in the New EqIA on 

the effects on people with protected characteristics or suffering socio-economic 

disadvantage – both adults and children - in terms of current and future residents, 

decanted residents, workers on the demolition and construction of the estate, and 

the wider community of the effects of the development during demolition, 

construction or operational phases in terms of: 

o POLLUTION  

o NOISE – only considers the “elderly” and “disabled” in terms of being at 

home more often 

o AIR QUALITY  

o OVERHEATING 

o COVID 

o Loss of SUNLIGHT and DAYLIGHT 

o Access to GPs, Dentists and other healthcare service 

o Access to Leisure Facilities 

o Access to green space beyond the Estate (see points 12. And 20 below 

also) 

In point 3.71 of the New EqIA it is stated that the Applicant would be “happy to 

consider” the provision of a new healthcare facility on site, but this is not 

presented as a legal undertaking and is not a planning condition in point 3.105. 

For example, no analysis has taken place of how many people with protected 

characteristics, or of the profile of those people, who will be affected by having 

to travel 3km to see a doctor, of how the lack of nursery and childcare provision 

and the lack of secondary school provision will affect such people, how people 

with protected characteristics who stay on site during initial construction or who 

move in to early phases of the development will cope living next to a noisy 

building site for up to 15 years, whether any of the new estate residents  or 

people living near the Estate or on an HGV route to the Estate – and how many 

of such people there are - will be more susceptible to the effects of noise or 

pollution or overheating because of their age or race or other protected 

characteristic, and how residents on the new Estate will cope with the need to 



open and shut windows constantly to balance the need to shut out noise and 

stop themselves overheating. Equally, there is no assessment of any social 

isolation that people with protected characteristics may feel living in a partially 

built estate or being decanted backwards and forwards to the estate or of any 

actions that will be taken to manage any such feelings. It is not clear in which 

blocks the current residents on the Estate will be placed. It will be discriminatory 

if current social housing tenants and people with protected characteristics under 

the Equalities Act 2010 are placed in the blocks facing the Cambridge and Hawks 

Roads where noise and the risk of overheating will be greatest or are otherwise 

placed in blocks were the specific needs of people with protected characteristics 

are not met 

• Open Space (general): No information on or equalities assessment of the 

effects on people with protected characteristics or suffering socio-economic 

disadvantage has taken place in terms of: 

1. the reduction in open space access that residents will have for 10 – 

15 years during construction whether they remain on the Estate or 

are decanted elsewhere or  

2. open space provision on the new Estate when it is completed. 

The comment in 3.68 of the New EqIA that “it is not anticipated that any protected 

characteristics groups would be adversely affected” is wholly uncorroborated. The 

statement in 3.18 that “increased” provision of open space will “improve health and 

well-being and especially mental well being” is not supported with any evidence or 

analysis in regards to people with protected characteristics and is undermined by 

the actual planned provision of open space that is discussed below. 

•  OPEN SPACE and PLAY PROVISION on NEW ESTATE: NO information is given or 

assessment taken place of proposals for open space provision on the new estate for 

people protected by the council’s equalities duties despite the fact that the vast 

majority of Open Space will be provided at podium level – raised gardens above 

what are “typically multi-storey homes”  (Point 5.8.1 of Updated Design Guidelines). 

Such spaces are called 

“Podium Gardens” in the 

planning application. These 

are NOT publicly accessible, 

so that access is restricted 

practically to residents of that 

block and need to be accessed 

from inside the building. The 

implications of this kind of 

provision for people covered 

under the council’s equality 

duties has been completely 

overlooked 

 



• PLAY SPACE on New Estate: The NEW EqIA states in point 3.67 that “a minimum of 

9744sqm of playspace” will be provided. It is not 

clear from the planning documents whether this 

is guaranteed provision. Nevertheless,  the vast 

majority of play space will be privately-accessed 

play space at raised Podium level in the form of 

Podium Gardens for the residents of that block 

only.. Children will be unable easily to meet up casually outdoors with their friends 

who do not live in their block anymore and will have to arrange to come to each 

other’s Podium Garden if this is even possible or practicable. There is a risk that 

some Podium Gardens may be built to higher standards and have better and more 

comprehensive and accessible play provision than others, thus discriminating 

against people to whom the council has an equalities duty. The possible 

discrimination by reduction in access by families and children to open play provision 

that this kind of private Podium provision will create on the Estate is not noted or 

assessed from an equalities point of view. The possibility that people protected 

under equalities duties may suffer feelings of isolation and separation and that a 

sense of exclusivity and poor vs rich may well be created by differentiations in 

design and provision between blocks can be 

imagined from the simple statement 6.11.8 

in the Updated Design Guideines, which 

highlights the separation that the design 

creates. 

The statement in point 3.69 of the New EqIA that “the suite of play spaces” in the new development 

will be “accessible to all” is undermined completely by the lack of any equalities assessment of such 

provision and by the simple fact that the provision is mainly at Podium Level with restricted access 

to residents of that particular block of flats only 

• YOUNG CHILDREN, PREGNANCY AND MATERNITY – See also” Nursery and early 

years provision – equalities and health issue” in point 19. below 

No data is given on the number of children aged 5 and under on the estate. If the 

actual NUMBER of children under 5 on the estate was considered, the percentage 

that this group represents would be significantly higher.  

The council’s failure to present complete, accurate, uptodate and meaningful data 

on the number of children aged 5 and under on the Estate and to show it has 

considered such meaningful data in its plans for the redevelopment of the 

Cambridge Road Estate therefore provides evidence that the Council has failed to 

pay due regard to young children as a group with age as a protected characteristic 

and failed its duties under the Equalities Act 2000. There is no data, evidence or 

analysis of how the needs of this protected group will be met during construction, 

decant, rehousing and return phases of the development. 

The lack of full and accurate information on  young children also shows a failure to 

pay due regard to this group of people in terms of equalities duties based on their 

race, disability, sex, sexual orientation and religion as such data is simply not 

presented in the new EqIA. 



The focus on “households” with such children results in the understatement of pre-

school aged children and of their needs – for example, Table 2.10 shows that there 

are a total of 445 children on the estate, but point 2.15 states only that there are 89 

HOUSEHOLDS that have “one or more” children aged under 5 years old. It is 

impossible to know the NUMBER of children this represents.  

Similarly, Table 14 lists the number of children on the estate who will be affected in 

Phase One of the redevelopment, but it only lists the number of HOUSEHOLDS with 

children aged 5 or under.  

 

An example of the effect of the failure to consider young children in either the old 

EqIA or the new EqIA is demonstrated in the fact that the council and Countryside 

Properties as applicant in this proposal scoped out the need to consider  ANY 

nursery provision on the new Estate. See “Nursery and early years provision – 

equalities and health issue” below. 

Similarly, no data is presented on PREGNANCY and MATERNITY so that no 

assessment has been made of the needs of women with protected characteristics 

and suffering socio-economic disadvantage as a result of the development and at all 

stages of the demolition, construction and operational phases, as well as during any 

possible decanting of such people. 

There is no planning condition that addresses the needs of children relating to 

NURSERY provision or commitment to provide a minimum amount of required and 

appropriate PLAY SPACE to address the needs of people to whom the Council has 

equalities duties. 

 

5. Reserved Matters 

i. Design guidelines are misleading in that they do not provide indicated certainty about the 
future Estate. Outline permission is being sought for the majority of the Estate redevelopment. 
The elements considered in the Design Guidelines Updated – 485230  (the “Design Guidelines”) 
are presented as providing certainty as to what the future Estate will look like, including its scale 
and layout, landscaping and appearance. The authors of the Design Guidelines state in 1.1.1 that 
they “provide the primary design information to inform the preparation of subsequent Reserved 
Matters and in 1.12 that they “provide the local planning authority with certainty of commitment 
to high quality design” and that they are a “set of rules” for which “compliance” must be 
demonstrated.  
However, the Design Guidelines do not provide any such certainty and are misleading. 
The Design Guidelines are not a legal document and provide only a suggestion as to how the 
Estate might be in its finished form and do not provide any certainty as to how it will actually be, 



leaving open to significant changes plans for the majority of the new Estate for which Outline 
Permission is sought.  
The “mandatory guidelines” laid out in the Design Guidelines are also not a term recognised in 
planning law, do not have to be followed and failure to follow them can not be legally 
enforceable, even more so as the term is being used in a document that itself has no legal weight. 
If Kingston Council directs itself that such guidelines are “mandatory”, the Council will be 
fettering its discretion which will be an unlawful act. In any case, point 1.2.3 of the Design 
Guidelines leaves wide open the possibility of changes to the “mandatory guidelines”.  

ii. “Layout” and “scale” of the proposed development were added as Reserved Matters in March 
2021 to the planning application, as stated in Barton Willmore’s letter to Case Officer dated 31 
March 2021. The layout and scale of the final development have now been included in Detailed 
Permission but the health impact assessment, equalities impact assessment and Environmental 
Statement for this planning application have not been revised to take these changes in to 
account. It is unacceptable that these changes were not highlighted to consultees in March 2021 
as part of an updated consultation and that key assessment documents were not updated as a 
result of the changes 

iii. As of June 23 2021, “appearance” and “landscaping” have been added at the last minute as 
reserved matters to this planning application. The health impact assessment, equalities impact 
assessment and Environmental Statement for this planning application have not been revised to 
take these changes in to account. Consultees have only had three weeks to comment on these 
changes which arbitrarily allow significant changes in how the new Estate may end up looking and 
how the open space is configured and filled. This is not acceptable 

iv. The £50 million current loss showing on the development in the Financial Viability Appraisal 
indicates that changes are likely to be made at Reserved Matters stage to support viability but 
which could have a significant adverse environmental effect. There is then a danger that they will 
be permitted because of the huge commitment that will already have been made to the scheme 

v. Hodkinson states in its Energy Statement that “dynamic overheating modelling will be carried out 
for future reserved matters applications to ensure that the risk of overheating is reduced”. This 
implies that already Hodkinson assumes that there will remain a risk of overheating in the 
reserved matters applications. The risk of overheating must be ruled out now for all development 
planned on this site and should not be a reserved matter as it is a matter that is too fundamental 
to health and well-being to be deferred to a later date and later consideration 

vi. The Section 247 Order must include commitment to provide new and improved highways 

through the Cambridge Road Estate and for these highways to be fully open to the Public. The 

applicant is seeking permission in the form of a Section 247 Order under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990 to stop the Highways in the Cambridge Road Estate. However, the applicant is 

NOT seeking for the order to include provision of new or improved public highway in the 

development area. This leaves open the possibility that existing public highways in the estate may 

not be replaced and that any or new existing highways provided in the estate may be made in to 

PRIVATE thoroughfares for the use of residents only. 

It is indeed worrying that Part 10 of the Transport Assessment-Part One emphasises the LACK of 

commitment to re-opening the public highways that will be stopped during the demolition and 

construction phases of the estate:  



 

6. Assumptions about travel movements and vehicle-generated pollution from the 

Operational phase of the Estate are not sound and can not be relied upon 

Traffic movements must be remodelled taking in to account greater car movements. Traffic was 

scoped out of Environmental Report but no assumptions made about likely significant use of taxis, 

UBER and Zip Cars by residents if do not have their own car. These methods of car travel have 

increased significantly in recent years and are forecast to increase further as is illustrated in the 

Government Office For Science’s commissioned report: Review of the UK passenger road transport 

network, January 2019. 

This will increase pollution as each taxi or UBER will make a journey INTO the area to pick up a 

passenger from the estate and will EXIT the area after dropping them home. Taxis and Ubers also 

drive around an area where they have dropped a passenger, waiting for another ride. This has been 

ignored and must be considered in the effect it will have on congestion, noise and pollution. 



 

In addition, despite Barton Willmore’s protestations about Kingston’s “excellent” public transport 

network, with a maximum of only 4 trains in to London an hour most days and two trains on a 

Sunday, and the slow journey times of buses for most desired destinations, reliance on the car for 

travel to and from the Estate is and will remain high. There is no reason to assume that preventing 

residents from parking at the Cambridge Road Estate will reduce reliance on car journeys further as 

the car hire/ taxi market will simply adapt to fill the gap. 



You can see from the chart below that, based on 2011 Census figures, Kingston is the council with 

the third highest reliance on car travel in England with 38.08% of people using a car to travel to 

work. This compares to 14.4% in Wandsworth and 12.05% in Hammersmith and Fulham where 

access to tubes and more regular and varied train services is far better. The assumptions about 

residents’ car use from the Cambridge Road Estate simply do not stack up. 

 

7. Public Transport Accessibility Levels 

 

i. Given that the layout of the new estate has been added as a Reserved Matter to the 

planning application, there is no guarantee that pedestrian journey times will reduce as 

predicted manually by the Consultant, as this depends on the final layout of the estate 

that is agreed. There has also been no verification of the “manual” calculations that the 

consultant has made. The assumptions that the Consultant has made about future PTAL 

levels at the estate are not robust and must not therefore be relied upon. 

ii. Given that the applicant is not applying for the Section 247 Order to stop the public 

highways through the estate to include provision of new or improved public highways in 

the development area, this leaves open the possibility that existing public highways 

through the estate may not be replaced or new ones provided.  Similarly, the profile of 

footpaths through the estate will only be agreed at Reserved Matters stage so there is 

no guarantee that they will be provided as shown in plans. 

iii. As a result of these factors transport accessibility across the estate may not improve as 

anticipated and improved PTAL levels must not be considered in assessing this 

application for decision 

iv. With large scale developments coming forward across Kingston, Norbiton and New 

Malden, there will be a significant cumulative increase in passenger numbers on public 

transport which will mean longer waiting and boarding times. This will reduce PTAL 

ratings. This has not been factored in to the “manual” recalculation of PTALs and 

therefore undermines the calculation and conclusions reached, which must be ignored 

 

8. Loss of sun and daylight from development – well-being and suicide 

Covid 19 has shown the terrible impact that being locked up in a student room has had on young 

people. A young student committed suicide in a residential block opposite where my child was living 

this year, and the friend of someone else I know also killed themselves in their student room. 



Barton Willmore has stated in the Letter to Case Officer dated 31 May 2021 that the proposed 

development will have an effect in terms of loss of daylight and sunlight on a significant number of 

properties but that the VIBE student accommodation block on the Cambridge Road will be most 

significantly affected by the development, suffering a “major adverse effect”. However, Barton 

Willmore  continues by saying that “it has a lower sensitivity in terms of daylight/ sunlight than that 

of a residential property” because of the “transient nature of the accommodation”. One year locked 

up in a room with no natural light and with noise from a building site vibrating through their mind 

and body will not seem transient to a teenager. They have enough to deal with already.  

A major adverse effect on the VIBE student accommodation is simply unacceptable. 

 

 

9. Wind 

Barton Willmore has not provided evidence in the IIR Response to the Temple Report to a critical 

question asked by Temple about conclusions reached in Barton Willmore’s Wind Microclimate 

Report. The question is WHY the conditions referred to "appear to be calmer than would be 

expected for the scheme"? The lack of response to this question leaves open the possibility that 

the conclusions reached by Barton Willmore are not based on sufficient evidence and that the 

wind effect created by the proposed development is not fully known or has not been fully and 

properly presented and analysed. 

 

10. Noise (and Overheating) 

 

Glazing and mechanical ventilation on the new development is shown to be insufficient to 

control noise. This will have a major adverse effect on residents, especially when combined with 

issues to do with overheating 

i. The consultants state that the primary means of ventilation on the estate will be 

“openable windows”. Anticipated adverse impacts on health and quality of life are 

“expected to be mitigated” largely by glazing and ventilation. However, details of the 

mechanical ventilation to be provided are sketchy to say the least. This is unacceptable 

given the noisiness of the surroundings for some blocks and the application must be 

refused on this basis 

ii. The assumptions made about the noise reduction achievable from glazing of 32 dbf and 

from having windows only partly open of 10 db are not justified 

iii. The glazing and ventilation strategy is anticipated to meet daytime and nightime noise 

level criteria across the redeveloped ONLY with the windows CLOSED. This is not 

acceptable and the application must be refused 

iv. In flats facing Cambridge Road and Hawk’s Road, even with windows CLOSED, noise level 

criteria are NOT met. This is unacceptable and the application MUST be refused 



v. It is stated that noise levels around the estate are “typical for a city centre location”. 

However, this is not a city centre location; it is a suburban location. The estate is 1.4 km 

from Kingston station which may be considered to be the heart of Kingston “Town”, 

which itself is not a City Centre. Kingston is a historic market town, not a City. Noise 

levels are too high for this location and the proposed application which must be refused 

vi. Barton Willmore also state as justification for the acceptability of high noise levels on 

the estate the “proximity” to the strategic transport network. However, much of the 

estate is isolated from public transport and currently has very poor transport 

accessibility. The nearest railway station, Norbiton Station, is nearly 1km away. The 

nearest bus stop is over 500m away. There is no guarantee that there will ever be 

increased transport accessibility on the estate 

vii. The noise assessment was done over two days in August 2020 during Covid and when 

people were away on holiday. It is therefore not valid. The consultant comments on the 

“continuous and free-flowing traffic”. Anyone who uses Hawks Road and Cambridge 

Road regularly – and especially since the introduction of the Low Traffic Neighbourhood 

in the area – knows that these roads suffer large and regular congestion. There is no 

justification of the criteria that were used to mimic noise levels from surrounding 

businesses on residents in the new estate, and assumptions and conclusions cannot be 

considered sound. 

 

So, if residents need to keep their windows CLOSED, what are the implications for overheating? 

 

11. Overheating (and noise) – Major Adverse effect on well-being and health predicted 

 

i. The sample size and relevance of the sample used in assessing over-heating is not 

stated and may not meet required sample sizes for testing purposes. The overheating 

report as per the Design Methodology for Assessment of Overheating (CIBSE) has not 

been made available to the public so it is not possible to scrutinise the assumptions 

used to arrive at conclusions made 

ii. Hodkinson in its Energy Statement states that openable windows are considered to be 

the “primary means of ventilation” with a background mechanical ventilation system 

(MVS”)”. No details are given of the MVS and the effect that it will have on overheating 

iii. Noise levels with windows OPEN will be exceeded on all areas of the estate 

iv. One of the  assumptions made that undermines the consultants’ conclusions that 

overheating can be prevented in the new flats using glazing and internal solar reflective 

blinds is that bedroom windows in noise sensitive flats are considered to be open from 

07.00 until 02.00 every day. Firstly, many people go to bed before 02.00 and – if noise 

levels only in some cases meet daytime and nighttime noise level criteria – people will 

shut the window in the bedroom when they go to bed in order to shut out external 

noise. This means that the window could be shut at 21.00 or 22.00 or even earlier. In 

the case that someone is ill, the bedroom window could be shut all day to keep out 

external noise. There is therefore a significant risk of overheating with a subsequent 

adverse impact on health and well-being from reliance on openable windows as the 

main means of ventilation for flats on the new estate. 



v. If people go to bed early, are they expected to get up at 02.00 to shut the bedroom 

window? This simply will not happen 

vi. Similarly, living room/ kitchen windows in noise sensitive flats are assumed to be left 

open from 22.00 to 07.00 and shut when the room is occupied during daytime hours. 

This simply does not make any sense if the window is the primary source of ventilation.  

vii. How will over-heating be controlled when people are cooking during the day? This 

scenario is completely ignored 

viii. The assumption that people will be using the living room during daytime hours and the 

bedroom at night is flawed, particularly for people with protected characteristics and 

suffering poverty and who may be at home throughout the day and need bed rest at 

various times throughout the day 

ix. The assumption that in noise sensitive flats, people will open windows when a room is 

not in use and close windows when a room is in sue is totally counter-intuitive if 

windows are providing the main source of ventilation to that room. 

x. Given that the hottest nights will be when many people are out late and travelling 

around and external noise levels will be high, the fact that “bedrooms will require 

windows to be open for some hours during hottest nights of summer to reduce the risk 

of overheating” is not acceptable.  

xi. Hodkinson has not demonstrated that, where a room relies on blinds to control 

overheating, the blind “must not interfere with the opening of the windows, or cause a 

reduction of free area” (CIBSE). The GLA has required this to be demonstrated in its 

Energy Memo which is part of this application 

xii. The new development largely FAILS tests on overheating based on DSY2 and DSY3 

scenarios which include more extreme and future weather years.  

xiii. For all the above reasons, overheating remains a significant risk for residents in this 

development, particularly people with protected characteristics, and the application 

must be refused 

 

12. Over-reliance on fast food outlets 

 

i. The combination of exposure to overheating and to noise in the newly developed flats 

increases the likelihood that residents will not want to cook and eat in their flats and 

are more likely to make use of fast food outlets.  

ii. This will contribute towards an over-concentration of hot food takeaways in the local 

area which must be avoided for an area to qualify as a Healthy Neighbourhood and is 

against the requirements of the Healthy Urban Planning Checklist. 

iii. The statement made that the “development will avoid contributing towards an over-

concentration of hot food takeaways on site” makes no sense, as the issue of fast food 

relates to the wider local area and not the site of the development. 

iv. For the reasons above, this planning application should be refused 

 

13. Access to Open Space and Area of Deficiency 

 



i. The Environmental Statement concludes that noise levels on the new estate are 

acceptable for a “city centre” environment.  

ii. It is also stated that noise levels in the flats and across the estate are acceptable because 

there is access to The Fairfield within 5 minutes’ walk from the Estate.  

iii. A quick Google Search shows that at an ordinary pace, it is not possible to get from the 

Estate to the Fairfield within 5 minutes. Ordinary walk time from Eureka Road comes up 

as 9 minutes and from St Peters Road as 8 minutes. Only Linden Crescent, at 0.3 miles 

from The Fairfield, comes up as a 5 minute walk away.  

iv. The new Estate does not therefore meet the criteria of having “access to relatively quiet, 

protected public land within a 5 minutes’ walk”. In addition, The Fairfield is being 

designated as quiet protected public land for other developments coming forward 

across Kingston Town and will not therefore be “relatively quiet” when this 

development is completed. A planning application has already come forward for 

Canbury Place Car Park which will bring significant numbers of new residents who will 

use Fairfield as one of only two, and the largest of those two, local green spaces. Even 

the Kingfisher Site and the Cattle Market Car Park may be redeveloped as high rise 

residential towers, and The Fairfield will be the public land to which residents from such 

towers will go for outdoor space as it is right on their doorstep. 

v. For a disabled person living on the Estate, The Fairfield will be completely inaccessible 

because of its distance from the Estate. 

vi. Richmond Park and Bushy Park are designated as the open green space to which 

residents of the new estate will head. It is stated that Richmond Park “is already 

subjected to very high levels of visitation levels” and the impact of increased visits from 

residents is considered negligible. This is however not true.  

vii. 3,300 new residents on Cambridge Rd Estate will mean 335,000 additional visits to the 

park if each person only goes twice a week.  

viii. Kingston Council has not conducted a cumulative assessment of the impact of massive 

development coming forward across Kingston and Norbiton in the form of a Strategic 

Environmental Assessment or Habitats Regulations Assessment in order to understand 

the effect that millions more visits to Richmond Park will have on its protected species 

and habitats. The planning application should be REFUSED on this and all the other 

grounds mentioned above. 

 

14. Energy Centre 

 

i. It is concerning that the financial model that will be used to support development of an 

Energy Centre on the new estate “is still to be developed.” This planning application 

must not be approved until this model shows the energy centre is viable 

ii. Heating for the commercial units has not been included in any energy calculations. How 

then has the heating requirement for these units been taken in to account? 

 

15. Pollution and Dust during Construction 

 



i. The applicant accepts that there “may” be more than 100 receptors within 20 metres of 

the site rather than 10 to 100 as they previously stated and that there is a HIGH risk of 

dust pollution without mitigation.  

ii. How many receptors are there, how many people are affected and what is the socio-

demographic profile of people in these “receptors”? This needs to be examined and the 

effects on each receptor examined in more detail before any decision is made on this 

planning application 

iii. Mitigation measures do NOT give evidence as asserted that “impacts considered NOT to 

be significant” 

iv. It is not clear how the applicant will measure the extent to which people protected by 

the Public Sector Equalities Duties and the Equalities Act will not be disproportionately 

affected by the major effects of dust pollution from the site. This must be considered 

before this planning application is decided upon. 

v. The applicant says they will meet current best industry standards “wherever possible”, 

ensure “suitable dust levels” that will be “monitored on a regular basis. These are all 

very vague promises to nothing. The Dust Control Mitigation Measures are not actions 

and do not allow measurable outcomes; they merely lay out the way in which data will 

be collected. They are full of terms that give no commitment to do anything in any way 

that can be measured and where they can be held to account, saying, for example:  “as 

soon as reasonably possible”, “if possible”, “avoiding”, “ensuring”, “regularly”, “as 

necessary” and “ensure”.  

vi. The proposal breaches DEFRA guidance for predicting NOx concentrations. In point 7.88 

of the original Environmental Report, the applicant states that “predictions of 1 hour Nox 

concentrations were not produced as part of the dispersion modelling assessment for 

Block C or K. However, as stated in LAQM (TG16), if annual mean N02 concentrations are 

below 60ꬺg/m2  then it is unlikely that the 1-hour AQO will be exceeded. As such, based 

on the results in Table 7.14 it is not predicted that concentrations will exceed the 1 hour 

mean AQO across the Site.” 

vii. However, this statement breaches the relevant part of the DEFRA guidance in this point 

which notes that “if an AQMA is already declared for NO2 annual mean, only amend 

AQMA and AQAP to include 1-hour mean”.  

viii. There is also no assessment of the level, type and concentrations of pollution that will be 

generated during the construction phase of the development. This contravenes Part  

170 e of the National Planning Policy Framework 2019 which states that planning 

decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural environment by: 

“e)  preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being put at 

unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of soil, air, 

water or noise pollution or land instability. Development should, wherever possible, 

help to improve local environmental conditions such as air and water quality, taking into 

account relevant information such as river basin management plans;” 

ix. The planning application also contravenes policy 181 of the NPPF 2019 which states that 

“planning decisions should sustain and contribute towards compliance with relevant limit 

values…for pollutants, taking in to account AQMAs and cumulative impacts from 

individual sites in local areas” 

x. I draw your attention to the landmark and recent ruling at Southwark Coroner’s Court 

that pollution was one of the causes of a child’s death in 2013. Workers on the 

Cambridge Road Estate site will be exposed to high levels of pollution on site for two 

decades.  



xi. There is no assessment of the effect of demolition and construction activities over 15 to 

20 years on the health of the construction workers. This is despite the recognition that 

major levels of air and particulate pollution will be generated by demolition and 

construction works and that unproven, vague and unmeasurable mitigation measures 

are being relied upon to reduce dust pollution. There is no evidence that workers’ health 

on the site will not be affected by works. The environmental report states that the 

effects of dust emissions and dust soiling on site will be MAJOR. This situation alone is a 

reason to refuse this application. 

xii. In addition, government guidance on Control of Dust and Emissions from Construction 

and Demolition and on use of Non-Road Mobile Machinery do not lay down minimum 

requirements that must be met, but rather encourage developers to adhere to best 

practice. The system is based on self-certification with auditing by over-stretched local 

authorities who are often failing to ensure any kind of compliance. The reliance on this 

guidance to control pollution levels to which workers will be exposed breaches the 

Equalities Act 2010 and is in breach of the Public Sector Equalities Duty to protect the 

rights of people with protected characteristics based on age, sex and race, given many 

workers on building sites are young men and not of UK origin. It is an Equalities Act issue 

if a development that will provide 70% of its dwellings that will be for the private market 

at exorbitant prices should be built at the expense of the health and even lives of 

predominantly young, male workers. 

 

16. HGV vehicle movements MUST be reviewed and screened IN to the Environmental 

Assessment  

 

i. The impact of HGV traffic was screened out from the Environmental Assessment of the 

redevelopment of the Estate because 24 HGV trips is one below the 25 trips required for 

it to be included. NO justification is given for the assumption of 24 HGV daily trips  

ii. The assessment of the number of HGVs and LGVs accessing the site during demolition 

and construction is hugely under-estimated, and with it the pollution that such 

movements will generate. Again, these figures also must be considered cumulatively 

with traffic generated from the many other large site developments happening all over 

the area. 

iii. A planning application for Jersey Future Hospital , a site of 20,000 square metres 

predicted average monthly movements during different phases of the project varying 

from 1669 a month to 5544 a month. The peak day, when ready-mix concrete was being 

delivered, was assumed to have 84 movements 

iv. How can the redevelopment of CRE, a site that is 89,000 square metres in size or nearly 

5 times that of Jersey Future Hospital, only predict average HGV movements over 12 

years of fewer than 25 vehicles.  

v. This application will cause significantly more HGV movements to take place than are 

predicted without sufficient justification and it must be rejected 

 

17. The Applicant must ensure that all suppliers are members of the TfL Freight Operator 

Recognition Scheme (“FORS”) 

 



i. This planning application should not be approved until the applicant has COMMITTED to 

provide verification itself that every supplier it uses is a member of FORS 

ii. Kingston Council requires that its suppliers are members of the FORS.  

iii. However, Countryside is NOT committing to take on the responsibility of ensuring 

suppliers the joint venture uses are members of this scheme. This is unacceptable 

iv. Currently, Countryside has only stated that it will “as part of any purchase order made 

with suppliers, make contractors AWARE of the requirement to be part of FORS” 

 

18. GP surgeries and dentists - health, well-being and spreading of disease, and equalities 

issues 

 

i. There are only 3 GP surgeries within 1 km of the Estate, all outside of Norbiton Ward, and 

all full. There are only another 6 GPs within 2 km of the estate. 

ii. The applicant admits that there is a shortage of GPs with places to accommodate the 

increase in residents on the estate and has expanded the area to which it expects 

residents to travel to see a GP to 3 km 

iii. Expecting people to travel up to 3km to see a GP is harmful to people’s well-being and 

health as it will deter people from visiting their GP when they are very unwell as they 

need to travel so far to get medical assistance. Given most people on the estate will not 

have access to a car, this means that residents will rely largely on getting one or more 

buses to get to their GP when they are ill.  

iv. This is not only bad for the person’s physical and mental health but also risks spreading 

disease amongst the community. 

v. The approach being taken is also discriminatory and against the PSED. People with 

protected characteristics are more likely to need medical help and interventions and will 

suffer disproportionately from the lack of medical facilities nearby 

vi. The health impact assessment only found two NHS dentists that were accepting patients 

within a 3km radius of the site. This is insufficient to serve up to 3,300 new residents 

This is not sustainable and discriminatory to people with protected characteristics, who 

are often poorer than other people and will not be able to afford to see a private dentist, 

and the application must be refused on these grounds 

 

 

 

19. Nursery and early years provision – equalities and health issue 

 

i. The need to assess demand for early years’ provision, nursery places and childcare was 

screened out of the Environmental Assessment. This is a major oversight. The need for 

such provision must be assessed before this application is decided upon in order to 

ensure that adequate childcare, nursery places and early years’ provision will be 

available.  

ii. Nursery provision is included as a requirement for social infrastructure under the 

Healthy Urban Planning Checklist  

iii. The decision not to assess the need for nursery places, early years’ provision and 

childcare is highly discriminatory as people with protected characteristics will be more 

likely to need close by and affordable childcare, and according to the forecast demand 



for early years’ places by Achieving for Children which is part of the Environmental 

Statement are likely to have more children than other residents on the estate 

iv. The physical and mental health and well-being of people with protected characteristics 

is more likely to be adversely affected by the lack of care for young children 

v. This lack of assessment of the need for early years’ provision was commented upon by 

Achieving for Children, who stated that it is impossible to quantify with any real accuracy 

the number of school and other places that will need to be found and who estimated at 

the very least the need for 91 net additional nursery places as a result of this 

development: 

 

 

20. Health Impact Assessment 

 

i. Kingston Council has not conducted any Health Impact Assessment of the plans for 

growth being implemented across the Borough. No assessment took place for the 

Direction of Travel1 strategy 2016 that the Mayor of London’s website shows to be the 

basis for the Borough’s growth plans. There is therefore no contextual information for 

the assessment of the Cambridge Road Estate redevelopment 

ii. The Health impact assessment of the estate includes socio-demographic information on 

Richmond not Kingston and can not therefore be relied upon 

iii. No summary of the Health Profile for residents of the Cambridge Road Estate is 

provided or compared with that of Kingston, London and England. The assessment only 

compare the whole of the Borough of Kingston to London and England. This is 

meaningless 

iv. The Healthcare Infrastructure Audit does not consider the future likely needs of existing 

and future residents on the estate, particularly people with protected characteristics. 

For example, there is no analysis of the implications for people of having to travel 3km 

on public transport to see a GP or of not being able to get an NHS dentist.  

v. The assessment only found two NHS dentists that were accepting patients within a 3km 

radius of the site. How will residents from 1330 flats be able to be accommodated by 

two dentists? 

 
1 https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/direction-
travel-royal-borough-kingston-upon-thames 
 

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/direction-travel-royal-borough-kingston-upon-thames
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/direction-travel-royal-borough-kingston-upon-thames


vi. There is no guarantee that the required play space will be provided on the new Estate 

as the layout and landscaping of the Estate are now reserved matters 

vii. The HIA states that residents of the redeveloped estate will have access to local 

recreation grounds. These are all too far away for people with limited mobility. None of 

the parks mentioned are attractive and places people will really want to go to 

viii. The HIA states that people will be able to access Richmond Park, Bushy Park and Home 

Park. These are all a fair walk from the Estate which has absolutely NO local parks.  

ix. It omits to state that the same open spaces which are in some cases legally-protected 

habitats are also the open space for many thousands of other new residents from tower 

blocks and other large scale developments being approved all over Kingston. 

x. There has been no cumulative assessment of the mental-health impact on people when 

they go to an open space to find it is packed with other people from amongst the tens 

of thousands of new residents to the area. Conflicts between different users of open 

spaces such as cyclists and walkers and dog walkers is already increasing hugely as is 

anti-social behaviour in all open spaces. People come to the Royal Parks from Hounslow 

and Ealing and Merton and Wandsworth on a regular basis and all these places are 

seeing huge increases in their population as development rates soar. In addition, people 

come from all over London and beyond. 

xi. Please see my comments on Dust and Noise above. The health impacts of dust and 

noise on the estate during construction and operational phases appear not to have 

been correctly modelled to reflect practical situations and no assessment has been 

made on disproportionate effects on people with protected characteristics. 

xii. No assessment has been made of the health impact of predominantly young male 

workers working on a demolition and construction site for up to 15 years. Pollution has 

been found to have contributed to the death of a young girl by Southwark Coroner’s 

Court 

xiii. Overheating remains a considerable health risk in all flats but particularly those that are 

noise sensitive and where people may wish to keep windows shut. If noise levels have 

been underestimated – which I believe that they have been – window opening may not 

happen and people will be at significant risk of ill health and even death from over-

heating. This is also a health equalities issue as elderly people and people with pre-

existing disabilities including asthma, lung disease and mental health disorders will be 

more vulnerable to the ill health effects of over-heating. 

xiv. This application must be rejected on the basis of the inadequacy of the health impact 

assessment 

 

21. Financial Viability Appraisal– gentrification by the back door? 

 

i. The financial viability appraisal of the development shows currently that it will generate 

a net loss of £50 million and that it will be dependent on a “regeneration” effect to make 

good these losses. 

ii. This implies that regeneration will rely on achieving the highest possible sales prices for 

the private properties on the estate, providing the maximum number of private flats  

and be vulnerable to a reduction in the amount of affordable housing provided 



 

iii. In order to achieve this end, changes are likely to be made to planning applications at 

Reserved Matters stage in order to boost sale prices, reduce costs and raise extra 

revenue from other sources, bringing major adverse environmental effects 

iv. This could also mean that roads through the estate are made in to private roads, or 

reducing the amount of shared ownership housing on the estate, changing the layout so 

the development has a greater impact on the surrounding area, reducing the amount of 

open space on the site, increasing the scale of the development, increasing commercial 

activity on the estate and so on and so forth 

 

 

22. Opportunity Area 

 

i. There is an error in the planning application that undermines the application in its 

entirety. The error relates to the statement repeated twice in the Letter to the Case 

Officer and made also in other documents relating to this planning application that the 

Cambridge Road Estate is "in an allocated opportunity area" or within the boundary of 

an "opportunity area" or other such wording. This is not the case. 

ii. There is not yet any "opportunity area" in Kingston and no boundary for any Kingston 

Opportunity Area has been agreed. The basis for such an opportunity area has not yet 

been established, as is apparent from the Mayor of London's Opportunity Area pages on 

it website, where only the Direction of Travel for Kingston appears: "The Direction of 

Travel for the Royal Borough of Kingston upon Thames (Kingston DoT) provides 

supplementary planning advice to the London Plan policies to support the development 

and intensification of areas within the borough to provide new homes, jobs and 

investment. The Kingston DoT is a joint statement of intent by the Royal Borough of 

Kingston upon Thames and the Mayor of London. Its purpose is to provide clarity to 

residents, developers and landowners on the process being undertaken to produce a 

growth strategy for Kingston and the associated statutory planning framework." 

iii. The Mayor of London's office has clarified in writing that the boundaries of any 

Opportunity Area in Kingston WILL ONLY be established when the council does its new 

Local Plan or through an Opportunity Area Planning Framework or similar document at 

Borough level.  

iv. Here are the excerpts from the Letter to Case Officer to which I am referring: 

 

 

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/direction-travel-royal-borough-kingston-upon-thames
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/opportunity-areas/direction-travel-royal-borough-kingston-upon-thames


 

23. Density 

 

i. Given that the Cambridge Road Estate site is not in an “opportunity area” and is one 

mile away from Kingston Station and well over 800m from Kingston Town, the density 

being proposed for the site breaches policy guidelines and is too high, is inappropriate 

and – for all the reasons laid out in this document – is not sustainable development in 

any sense of the word 

ii. The estate has very poor public transport accessibility as measured by PTALs and there is 

no guarantee that this situation will improve as the applicant is not committing to a 

Section 247 Order under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to re-open highways 

through the estate or to improve on existing highways that will be shut down in order to 

facilitate the development. Provision of footpaths is also a Reserved Matter. 

iii. Barton Willmore in their Letter to the Case Officer also states that the density of the 

estate already surpasses policy guidelines on both a habitable room basis and in relation 

to the Statutory Development Brief, andthe densities for highest density “opportunity 

area” type of development, which should not anyway be being applied in this instance. 

The proposed densities on the estate are simply too high, are unsustainable and the 

development must be refused. 

Caroline Shah 

16 July 2021 at 15.45 


